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Outline
•
•

Drivers for Met Office polar research/forecasting activities.
Global model seamless prediction capability
• Model development process
• Model process uncertainty
• Model predictability
• Opportunities for engagement with YOPP
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Drivers - Arctic R&D
Climate Change
•

•

Arctic - front line of climate change - Govt. Policy advice
•
Sea-ice decline & Ice free Arctic by 2050s?
•
Uncertainty in climate projections - Atmos, Ocean or Sea-Ice?
Earth System impacts & Arctic Environments
•
Permafrost and Methane release
•
Ocean Bio-geochemistry

Seasonal & Decadal Prediction
•
•

Predictability September sea-ice minimum
Teleconnections to mid-latitudes

Medium & short-range forecasting/NWP
•
•
•
•

Operational Forecasting
Field campaigns & NWP- physical process representation in models.
NWP predictability - ‘Sketchy’ knowledge for the Arctic weather systems
Future Forecasting - Shipping/transport, safeguarding marine hazards,
commercial activities, exploiting resources (Oil & Gas)
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Global Physical Modelling
Unified Prediction across Timescales
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Global Model Development Process
• Annual Cycle of Global Atmosphere (GA) and Land (GL) improvements
• Current GA6.0/6.1 (New dynamical core (ENDGame), Revised Physics…)
• GA7 frozen by end November 2015.

• Two-yearly cycle of Global Sea-Ice (GSI) and Ocean (GO) improvements
• Coupled configurations (GC) defined at regular intervals
• GC2.0 released 2014 (Williams et. al.(2015)) and climate change simulations being assessed.
• GC3.0 frozen by end November 2015 (Final version of HadGEM3).

• Earth System Model (UKESM1) for CMIP6/AR6 - built on GA7.0 and GC3.0
• Model trialling and assessment framework
• NWP case studies & trials with full data assimilation
• GLOSEA seasonal hindcasts (add in coupled NWP hindcasts in future).
• AMIP & Coupled AOIL simulations - 20-100 years.
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Arctic Focus #1 - Sea Ice Modelling & Predictability

CMIP5 - Sea-Ice Concentration & Thickness (September)

Koenigk et al.(2014)

Arctic Focus #1 - Sea Ice Modelling & Predictability

Sea-Ice annual cycle - GC2/CICE
Extent

Williams et al.(2015)
Rae et. al. ( 2014)
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Volume

Arctic Focus #1 - Sea Ice Modelling & Predictability
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Arctic Focus #2 - BL clouds, aerosols and radiative balance

CMIP5 - Clouds & Radiative Balance
Net TOA SW bias

Annual Mean Cloud Fractions:
CALIPSO-GOCCP vs Climate Models COSP simulator

English et. al (2015): Arctic Radiative
Fluxes: Present-Day Biases and Future
Projections in
CMIP5 Models

Arctic Focus #2 - BL clouds, aerosols and radiative balance

ASCOS Clouds - Global NWP Evaluation
Frontal Cloud
• Events well captured
• LWC too shallow
• IWC underestimated
Sc/St
• Too frequent
• Cloud too low
• Too thin - LWC too
low

Arctic Summer
Cloud Ocean Study
(Aug-Sep 2008)

Birch et, al. (2012)
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Arctic Focus #2 - BL clouds, aerosols and radiative balance

ASCOS:
Cloud, BL & Aerosol

Future: YOPP Arctic BL clouds as testbed for UKCA-MODE aerosols coupled with
new double moment microphysics (CASIM)
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Birch et, al. (2012)

Arctic Focus #3 - Coupled modelling across timescales

Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere NWP
Coupled NWP 15-day initialised hindcasts with GC2

•

Complete annual cycle with daily starts(*) - August 11 Sep 12

•

GC2 coupled model -N216L85 atmosphere ORCA025L75 ocean

•

Ocean/sea ice initialisation: FOAM-v13–NEMOVAR analyses
valid at 00z (using GO5 ocean science: Megann et al, 2015)

•

Atmosphere and land initialisation: operational Met Office NWP
4D-Var analyses at 00z from the archive (pre-GC2 science)

FOAM-NEMOVAR reanalysis, covering the same period
•

Same ORCA025L75 ocean/ice resolution as coupled NWP

•

FOAM-v13 latest version, largely consistent with GC2 science
apart from differences in the uncoupled ocean forcing BCs
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Arctic Focus #3 - Coupled Modelling across timescales

Arctic sea ice: area and volume
Time series of daily mean integrated total Arctic sea ice area (left) and
volume (right) from FOAM-v13–NEMOVAR reanalysis (black solid line)
and each 15-day GC2 Coupled NWP hindcast (thin red lines) for start
dates from 1 Sept 2011 to mid Sept 2012

Hindcasts overshoot analysed winter
max and summer min extent
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Hindcasts track analyses more closely,
but still tend to undershoot min
Tim, Johns, Ann Keen, Jeff Ridley

Arctic Focus #3 - Coupled Modelling across timescales

Arctic sea ice: energy budget
Daily mean sea ice energy budget terms and total at 1 day (left) and 15 day
(right) lead times from GC2 coupled NWP hindcasts (solid lines), compared with
corresponding budget terms from FOAM-v13–NEMOVAR reanalysis (dotted
lines). Positive values imply heat energy into the ice (i.e. net melting)

Large differences between analyses and
hindcasts at day 1 lead time, largest being
meltb (all year) and congel (winter-spring)
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Closer convergence between analyses and
hindcasts at day 15 lead time, meltb still
higher and meltt becomes lower (springsummer) in hindcasts

Ocean Model Resolution
1/12°

1/4°

1°

Arctic Focus #4- Snow processes

GL7.0 Global Land developments
Changes from GL6.0
Multilayer
snow scheme

Further albedo
improvements

http://www.globalbedo.org

• Current operational scheme 0-layer
• Snow and first soil treated together

Surface exchange
improvements

• Implicated in warm biases in NWP and poor simulation of
permafrost in climate work
• Multilayer scheme

• Explicit representation of the snow pack
• Mechanical compaction & thermal metamorphism
• Dependence of thermal conductivity on density included
• Liquid and ice stores

R.Essery
J.Edwards
M.Brooks

Arctic Focus #4- Snow processes

Impact on T1.5 in MAM
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Arctic Focus #4- Snow processes

Weather performance
NH T1.5m from winter N320 coupled/hybrid VAR trial

RMSE (K)

Bias vs SYNOP (K)

GA6.0
GA6#136.11
(zero layer
snow scheme)

GA6#136.12
(three layer
snow scheme)

Goals
•

Improve polar observing system

•

Field observations aimed at understanding process

•

Improved physical processes in uncoupled and coupled
systems - Stable BL, surface exchange, steep orography…

•

Improved Data Assimilation for polar regions

•

Predictability of sea-ice from days to seasons.

•

Teleconnections between Arctic and lower latitudes assess model skill

Modelling in
2016-2022
• Support for FAAM field campaigns (Fairbanks, )s
– Global NWP 12/10km & Ensembles (MOGREPS-G)
– Convective scale (4km-1km) as for ACACCIA

• Research phase modelling - pull through to model dev.
– Global NWP case studies - new parametrisations tested (CASIM).
– Coupled NWP (and weakly coupled DA) - 1/12 degree ocean
– Process models - MONC
– AMIP & Coupled Climate.
– Glosea hindcasts
– UKCA-MODE and global NWP.
– UK Environmental prediction (UKEP)
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Discussion Points
• YOPP provides opportunity to exploit new observations to
improve global atmosphere and coupled models across
timescales - modelling, data assimilation, and prediction frameworks
are available to engage in many aspects of YOPP.
• ….. but human resource limited - where should Met Office &
NERC coordinate UK efforts?

• FAAM process based obs. and modelling studies in the planning
stages (BL clouds and aerosols, sea-ice, snow, orography…)
• Predictability studies (sea-ice predictability across timescales, data
denial experiments, ensembles, verification) require more
coordination.
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